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Military historian
Richard Holmes
pays tribute to those
who’ve inspired him 
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Dear Jeremy
Problems at work? Our agony uncle has the answers
I dislike a fellow
director, which doesn’t
help board harmony
I find one of my board colleagues
extremely irritating. I think his ideas
may be good but his voice and manner
put me off. Unfortunately, my chair-
man seems to get on well with him.
How can I overcome my bias?

I strongly suspect that it's not his
voice and his manner that is pissing
you off so much: it's the fact that his
ideas are good and that he gets on well
with your chairman. Now, then, please
don't throw your crayons on the floor.
Just ask yourself these questions —
and answer them as dispassionately
as you can. 

Do you feel in competition with
this colleague? Do you, at heart,
think he's better than you are at some
things? Does your chairman think that
your colleague's ideas are better than
your own?

If, however reluctantly, you say yes
at least once, then you're not suffering
from anything as trivial as bias: you've
got good old-fashioned envy corroding
away inside you. And once you've
acknowledged the presence of that
entirely human condition, you'll be
well on your way to recovery.

First, list all the things you know
you do well — and do better than he
does. (If you can't think of anything,
call your favourite headhunter
immediately.) Then, with superhuman
objectivity, list all the things that, some
of the time, anyway, he might just
possibly do better than you. 

Then, grab the first opportunity that
comes up for you and him to work
together on an important project. Do
only those things you know you do
well. Encourage him to do those things

that he does better than you. Be
heroically forbearing if he sometimes
trespasses on to your territory. It will
soon become clear to both of you
(and to your chairman) that you have
complementary skills. 

If the project proves successful,
resist the temptation to claim any
credit. (But do feel free to enjoy some
small, private pleasure at what you've
achieved.)

And when you're having a drink
together to celebrate your shared
triumph, you might even tease him a
little about his voice and his manner.
(Though by then, of course, you may
not find them irritating.)

My job is disappearing
and I would like to
retrain as a teacher
I work in a very large organisation and
I've just been told that the managerial
post I've held for the past three years is
being closed. My job is being absorbed
into a more senior position, which is
being advertised externally. 

I have decided not to apply for a
variety of reasons, the main one
being that I do not have the breadth
of experience required for the new
post. I love my job and all the indica-
tions are that I'm very good at it but I
am aware that I'm in a comfort zone. I
have been told I'm a valued member
of the organisation and that I will be
found a new post within my depart-
ment, which will help me develop. 

But my boss is being very vague
about what that is. I'm 41 and I am
wondering if now is the time to
negotiate a large redundancy payment,
leave the company (after 16 happy
years) and do something completely
different with my life. 

I am married with three young

children and a mortgage. I have always
had the idea to train as a teacher,
although every teacher I have spoken
to about this says I must be mad.

When people harbour a long-held but
unexplored interest in a particular
calling, such as yours with teaching,
my instinct is usually to encourage
them to go for it. To find a profession
that you like and excel at is one of the
luckier things that can happen to any-
one. Never to pursue it seems such a
waste of a life.

In your case, though, I'm not so
sure. It's not as if you're miserable.
You've had 16 happy years in the same
organisation. You love the work, you
do it well and you're highly valued.
Now you've been promised a new post,

in the same department, that will
help you develop. It's true you're a bit
concerned by the vagueness of this
new opportunity. Even so, that's still
a big bunch of things for you to be
grateful for; and an awful lot to choose
to chuck. 

Before you seriously contemplate
change, you really must investigate
the realities of a teaching career with
unsentimental thoroughness. The
teachers you know all tell you you're
mad. They may be right but you're
clearly in no mood to believe them;
I suspect they'll only steel your
determination. 

Don't let that happen. Find out
exactly how long it would take you to
qualify; whether your training would
threaten the time you can spend with

your children; what sort of job you
might get at the end of it; how much
money you'd make — and how much, if
at all, you'd be down on your current
take-home. Check on the career and
income prospects for a recently
qualified teacher in her mid-forties. 

And do go on talking — and listening
— to working teachers: as many as you
can. 

Finally, don't let the prospect of a
large redundancy payment mesmerise
you. To people accustomed to weekly
or monthly pay packets, a one-off
redundancy cheque can sound like
a lifetime's riches; but it won't be.
Divide it by twelve to find out just
how many — or just how few — months'
security it would actually give you. 

Prompted by an apparently minor
glitch in your career, I fear that you
may be contemplating exchanging the
familiar known for the unfamiliar
unknown. 

If you'd hated what you've been
doing for several years, that would be
understandable, but you haven't. Your
intensive research into the world of
teaching should simplify things. If, as
a result, your urge to teach becomes
even stronger and more persistent,
then OK. Take a deep breath and go
for it. 

Otherwise, you can count yourself
extremely lucky to have a job you
enjoy and an employer who rates you.

Jeremy Bullmore writes a column for
Management Today, in which some of
these questions first appeared. For
Jeremy’s advice on a work issue, email
work@guardian.co.uk. Jeremy’s book,
Another Bad Day At The Office?,
is published by Penguin at £6.99.
To order a copy with free UK p&p
go to guardian.co.uk/bookshop.
Jeremy is unable to answer
questions of a legal nature.

My mentor

I
would not have had my career
without Joe Scott teaching me
history and Guy Deaton teaching
me English at school during the
1950s. Scott was a CofE clergyman
of the pedantic type, and the man

who lit the fire that has never been
extinguished. Whenever I sit in an
archive and get out those oblong card-
board boxes and the top slides off with
a hiss, my heart leaps.

Deaton was Shakespearean in
manner but he taught me how to write.
Even now I find myself worrying about
how my paragraphs link. I can imagine
a finger stabbing down and a voice
saying: “What is the connection
between that bundle of ideas and
sentences? Tell me, Holmes, wouldn’t
it be much better if ...?"

These inspirational and committed
figures were noteless men. There were
no lesson plans. They would come in
and over the next 45 minutes spin a
wonderful web that enraptured you.
They may have been masters of
dissembling, but because they made
me feel like I mattered to them, I began
to matter to myself.

If Joe Scott and Guy Deaton gave
me the toolkit, it was Michael Howard
who coloured the middle part of my
life. I had read his book on the
Franco-Prussian war before going to
Cambridge. I was so infected by it that
years later, in August 1970, on the
100th anniversary of the Franco-
Prussian war, I found myself visiting
the key battlefields.

Michael was the external examiner
for my doctorate. He didn’t give me any
advice, but after the formal part of viva
for my PhD, he said: “Well done, just a
couple of areas you should beef up
before you publish." A less generous
man would have pointed this out in the
viva itself. Whenever I am the external
examiner on a doctorate, Michael is the
man I strive to be like: penetrating but
not pettifogging.

He had been an infantryman during
the second world war and that brought
something to his approach to
historiography that I admired. I was
captivated by his ability to weave
together military, political and
individual experiences of battle.
His autobiography is called Captain-
Professor. When you meet him there is
a little bit of both.

I taught military history at
Sandhurst for a long time. During
coffee breaks in the officers' mess,
there was always someone who knew
the answer to the question you had just
begun to ask yourself. There was John
Keegan, who wrote a very important

book, The Face of Battle, and
Christopher Duffy. Though less well
known, Christopher was enormously
influential. He was an extremely
self-effacing, old-style scholar. But
whenever I begun to think I had got the
measure of something, a conversation
with Christopher would demonstrate
how little I knew.

When the concrete of Richard
Holmes was beginning to set, people
like that marked it and I’m left with
their footprints. I would not be the
same sort of historian without that
daily contact with other historians. 
It wasn’t until I left Sandhurst that I
appreciated how much I valued the
company of my colleagues.

Richard Holmes was talking to Matt
Keating. His new book, Battlefield,
is published on September 28
by Oxford University Press

Scott was a pedantic
CofE clergyman, and
the man who lit the
fire that has never
been extinguished
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Cleared for
takeoff
Forget the passengers. Business
psychologist Michael Costello asks
what security checks airlines make
when selecting their cabin crew

T
he airline industry's
vulnerability to security
breaches in the UK is
under intense scrutiny.
But while the events of
the past few weeks have

resulted in more stringent checks on
passengers, what focus are airlines and
airports placing on the psychological
testing or profiling of their staff?

The UK airline industry recruits
around 1,500 cabin crew each year.
British Airways (BA) has about 13,500
cabin crew, most of whom are based
at Heathrow and Gatwick. The airline
has a rigorous recruitment process
involving application forms,
assessment centres (role plays,
presentations, etc) and psychological
tests, and follows the guidelines laid
down by the British Psychological
Society and the Chartered Institute of
Professional Development.

All major airlines require candidates
to provide references and details of
employment history over the past five
years. A would-be terrorist may have
an uneven work record with a history
of travel to particular locations abroad.
Yet someone willing to undertake
terrorism might easily provide
verifiable references, together with a
complete employment and educational
history. So, employment dates,
references and passports need to be
very carefully scrutinised.

Airlines routinely make a criminal
record check at “basic disclosure level”
— the lowest level — containing details
of convictions considered to be
unspent under the Rehabilitation of
Offenders Act 1974.

But if the applicant is not known to
the police or security services, this
process will be of little value. Indeed,
there may be a pattern of good work
and charitable deeds. London bomber
Mohammad Sidique Khan taught
special-needs children and ran a gym
for disadvantaged youths. One child
taught by him said: “He seemed a kind
man. He taught the really bad kids and
everyone seemed to like him."

Nor would an interview be an
effective way of detecting terrorist
intentions. Terrorist organisations

could easily select a person able to
make the right impression. UK airline
cabin crew training agency, Ready2fly,
claims its training will answer quest-
ions such as “How much information
should I give?" This is concerning as
the agency supplies many of the major
airlines, including Virgin Atlantic,
Ryanair, BA and easyJet.

BA uses psychometric tests to assess
the candidate's ability, potential and
personality. It says the assessment
aims to “find out a bit more about you"
but stresses it is not looking for a
particular personality type.

Psychometric testing measures the
ability or aptitude of the candidate to
perform in the job applied for. It is also
possible to spot conditions such as
depression, as well as positive traits
such as openness, being an extrovert
and conscientiousness. Yet this
information is being used to assess
the competence of the cabin crew
applicant, and not preferences for
terrorist behaviour.

By contrast, psychological profiling
uses a selection of tools to gather a
well-rounded picture of the person.
Crucially, this profiling also has tech-
niques to detect applicants who are
lying. Used properly, it has the
best chance of detecting the type of
personality most likely to indicate
fundamentalist or terrorist inclina-
tions. Profiling is frequently used by
America’s FBI, and has allowed them to
identify the characteristics of those
associated with particular crimes.

While the UK government has been
discussing with airport authorities a
passenger-profiling technique that
involves selecting people who are
behaving suspiciously, have an unusual
travel pattern or, most controversially,
have a certain ethnic or religious
background, the United States is
looking at an Israeli system of
psychological profiling that could
reveal a passenger's “hostile intent”.

The challenge for psychological
profiling in screening for terrorists is
that such characteristics occur in
relatively few people. And since the
recruitment process occurs before a
terrorist act, there are no clues and no

crime scene to examine. There is also
a real issue about how an employer
could act on information without
damaging civil liberties and infringing
employment law.

Little is known about the
psychology of terrorists, especially
those likely to become suicide
bombers. The phenomenon is
relatively recent and isolated in the
west. The Australian Institute of
Forensic Psychology suggests that
terrorists are usually under 30; are
likely to go to great lengths to hide
suspicious details about their
background; repeatedly “fake good” on
a test; are believed to have a low team
orientation and mistrust others.

But evidence shows that the most
important attribute is often devotion
to their religion. Many terrorists
believe killing others is acceptable and
that they will be richly rewarded in the
afterlife. It is also important to stress
that ethnic appearance and
background are certainly not

indicators. An Australian-born
Anglo-Celtic man has recently been
convicted of training with, and
receiving funds from, al-Qaida.

Terrorist organisations also use their
own form of profiling in recruitment.
In a programme called The Mind of a
Suicide Bomber, Abul Nasser Issa, a
Hamas bombmaker and recruiter, was
interviewed in an Israeli prison. Asked
“How do you know who is qualified to
become a Shaheed? How do you
convince one to blow himself up?",
he responded: “You will see it in his
eyes ... a Shaheed has to have the
motivation to become a martyr, to have
faith ... this kind of job requires strong
will and persistence."

There is little empirical evidence on
the psychological profile of a terrorist
and any assessment would have to
detect the risk of future violent
behaviour before it happens.
Psychological profiling is not a 100%
effective and predictive tool. But it
should certainly be part of the airports’
and airlines’ defence mechanism.

MPs have already been warned
that security at British airports is not
sufficient. Chief superintendent Jerry
Saville, in charge of the police opera-
tions at Heathrow, said particular
measures had “not kept pace" with
terrorist threats. He feared thousands of
staff were working in airports without

undergoing proper security checks.
Giving evidence to the Commons

Transport Committee, Saville
questioned the rigour of employment
checks of people who have access to
airports. This not only included airline
staff but also agency staff.

Looking ahead, London has
received a glowing report from the
International Olympic Committee on
the preparations for the 2012 games.
More than 80 volunteering organ-
isations from across the UK have
signed up to deliver 70,000 volunteers
to help with the games. Sources of
recruitment would include sports clubs
and sports governing bodies, local
volunteer centres, older people's
groups and community associations.

How will such a mass of individuals
be screened and selected? What are the
barriers in place to prevent infiltration
by terrorists?

No decision has yet been made by
the Olympic Organising Committee
regarding the recruitment of
volunteers. For the sake of the games,
it needs to be sure the voluntary sector,
experienced in managing volunteers,
and a likely candidate for managing
the process, has the capability and
expertise to tackle the task.

Michael Costello is a psychologist
for the Dove Nest Group

T
hanks to the unhealthy
influence of Benjamin
Franklin, the energetic
18th-century puritan who
advised young Americans
to toil and earn, the US is

generally seen as the home of the work
ethic, a nation of pushy strivers, slavish
corporate men and drab moneygetters.

However, there is another America —
a slack America, a wild America, and a
superb new book called Doing Nothing:
A History of Loafers, Loungers, Slackers
and Bums in America (FSG Books, US
only) by Tom Lutz does a fantastic job
of mapping the powerful US literary
and philosophical tradition that attacks
the industrial system and celebrates
pleasure, sleeping under the stars and
stepping outside the job system.

One of the key figures in the history
of slack America is Jack Kerouac, who,
like Walt Whitman before him, loved
the figure of the bum — the outcast
wanderer who preferred the life of
poverty-stricken freedom to that of
the stressed-out corporate wage slave.

Kerouac loved to join the hobos, hopping
freight trains and talking about liberty.
As one hobo explained to Kerouac in a
Los Angeles freight yard: “I’d rather
hop freights around the country and
cook my food out of tin cans over a
wood fire than be rich and have a home
or work. I’m satisfied.”

A key influence on Kerouac, Lutz
writes, was Gary Snyder, a Buddhist
who became Kerouac’s character Japhy
Ryder in what many consider to be his
best book, The Dharma Bums. Ryder
attacks the American consumer dream,
and, instead, ponders a nation of
“rucksack wanderers, Dharma Bums,
refusing to subscribe to the general
demand that they consume production

and, therefore, have to work for the
privilege of consuming, all the crap
they didn’t really want anyway such as
refrigerators, TV sets, cars, at least new
fancy cars, certain hair oils and
deodorants and general junk you
finally see a week later in the garbage
anyway, all of them imprisoned in a
system of work, produce, consume,
work, produce, consume.”

And it’s not just Kerouac. Slack
America takes in Herman Melville,
Mark Twain, Whitman, Chaplin,
Ginsberg, Ken Kesey and, today,
Douglas Coupland and Richard
Linklater. We could argue that slack
America represents the true American
spirit far better than Franklin.
Certainly, it’s this cultural strain
anatomised by Lutz that has produced
the better books.

Tom Hodgkinson is editor of the Idler
and author of How To Be Idle (Penguin,
£7.99). To order a copy with free UK
p&p, go to guardian.co.uk/bookshop
or call 0870 8360875

Kerouac loved the
bum – the outcast who
preferred poverty-
stricken freedom to
becoming a wage slave

For most people, the US means capitalism,
ambition and big business. Tom Hodgkinson
salutes a less-familiar America where
slackers, not strivers, are the true heroes
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People always ask me …

Is our food safe?

Andrew Wadge, director of safety,
Food Standards Agency
The British public have a much greater
and safer range of foods than they
probably have ever had. This is because
there are very high standards of food
safety and the industry is very keen to
meet those standards. If they don't,
they tend to lose customers and we
step in and take action on behalf of the
public — as we've seen with the prob-
lems of salmonella in chocolate.
Companies not complying
with legislation run the risk of
prosecution and also of badly
damaging their brands.

The FSA came into
existence in 2000 as a
result of BSE and other
food scares such as
salmonella in eggs.

Part of our approach is to
help consumers make
informed choices about what
is safe and what's healthy and
nutritious. We put the consumer
first and are open and honest in
our dealings with stakeholders. We
are also an independent voice;
we won't just do what a food
pressure group or minister

tells us to. We are a government
department but base every bit of our
work on the best possible scientific
analysis.

About 40% of our staff are scientists.
We have around 150 national and
international experts we can call on
and we spend approximately £25m a
year on research. A lot of food law is
harmonised across Europe because
food is a multinational business.

People are confused when stories
about food change. For example, we
recently read a headline that one cup
of coffee can kill you, whereas the

previous week we heard that
coffee is good for us. We try to
look at not just one study on
coffee but the whole body of
scientific evidence, consult
with independent experts
and come up with

considered and informative
advice. Our message about

what's safe doesn't change
from week to week.

There are times when
people want to be able to

make choices irrespective of
what the science says, and I

think that genetically modified
food is a good example of that.

We support people making
their own informed choice.
Interview by Melissa Viney

There is a real
issue about how
employers act on
this information


